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1 Introduction
1.1 Model and problem statement
In this paper we consider observations of a triangular array of Gaussian vectors, Y “ µn ` ξn,
n P N with the coordinates
Yi,n “ µi,n ` ξi,n, ξn “ pξ1,n, . . . , ξn,nqT „ Nn p0,Σnq , (1.1)
with a known positive definite covariance matrix Σn P Rnˆn, but an unknown mean vector µn “
pµ1,n, . . . , µn,nqT P Rn. For a proper asymptotic treatment, we will assume that µn is obtained
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from equidistantly sampling a function mn : r0, 1s Ñ R at sampling points in , i “ 1, . . . , n, i.e.
µn “
`
mn
`
1
n
˘
, . . . ,mn
`
n
n
˘˘T
, say. Our goal is to analyze how difficult it is to detect abrupt
changes of the function mn based on the observations Y “ pY1,n, ..., Yn,nqT coming from (1.1).
Therefore, we focus on functions mn of the form
mn pxq “
#
∆n if x P In,
0 else,
(1.2)
i.e. mn has a bump located at the interval In Ă r0, 1s of height ∆n. We furthermore assume
that ∆n ą 0, that the matrix Σn in (1.1), the length of the bump |In| and the amplitude ∆n are
known, but that the exact position of the bump itself are unknown, see also Figure 1 below for an
illustration. However, we will show in Remark 2.4 that not knowing ∆n or allowing for ∆n ă 0
does not alter our findings.
For simplicity, we assume that a bump may only occur within a set of non-overlapping candidate
intervals In,k “ rpk ´ 1q|In| ` 1, k|In|s for k “ 1, . . . , ln :“ t 1|In| u. To ease notation we furthermore
denote by 1In,k P Rn the vector with entries
1In,kpiq “
#
1 if pk ´ 1q|In| ă in ď k|In|,
0 else,
so that µn “ ∆n1In,k when there is a bump of height ∆n in In,k. Under these assumptions,
the problem to detect if there is a bump in the signal µn from (1.1) can be understood as the
hypothesis testing problem
H0 : Y „ N p0,Σnq against Hn1 : D1 ď k ď ln such that Y „ N
`
∆n1In,k ,Σn
˘
. (1.3)
The aim of this paper is to provide insights on how the dependency structure in (1.1) encoded
in terms of Σn influences the detection of such a bump. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no systematic understanding of this problem from the minimax point of view. We will therefore
provide lower and upper bounds for testing procedures for (1.3) in the following sense:
upper detection bound: Whenever a bump vanishes slower than a given asymptotic relation be-
tween n, |In|, Σn, and ∆n, then there is a sequence of tests for (1.3) with asymptotic
level ď α and asymptotic power ě 1´ α.
lower detection bound: Whenever a bump vanishes faster than a given asymptotic relation be-
tween n, |In|, Σn, and ∆n, then no sequence of tests for (1.3) can have asymptotic level
ď α and at the same time asymptotic power ě α.
Exact mathematical descriptions of vanishing slower or faster as well as precise definitions of the
asymptotic level and power will be given in Section 2.1. If the asymptotic relations in the upper
and the lower bound match (up to εn-factors such that εn Œ 0, see (2.1) below), then we speak
about the (asymptotic) minimax detection boundary over all possible amplitudes ∆n ą 0
and positions k P t1, ..., lnu. We will provide explicit expressions for this under weak assumptions
on the covariance matrix Σn.
To prove a lower detection bound, we will employ techniques dating back to Ingster [21] and
Du¨mbgen and Spokoiny [13] developed in a model with independent observations. To generalize
this approach to our dependent case, we will use a recent weak law of large numbers due to Wang
and Hu [37] for triangular arrays of random variables that are non-independent within each row
and non-identically distributed between rows (see Appendix 5.1 for the precise statement and also
[18, 7, 35, 30] for related results).
For the upper detection bound, we will analyze the likelihood ratio test and provide non-asymptotic
results concerning its level and power. The derived test does not depend on the bump amplitude
∆n and is, consequently, adaptive to an unknown ∆n. Under additional assumptions on Σn,
the corresponding upper detection bound matches the lower bound asymptotically and hence the
asymptotic minimax detection boundary is determined (see Theorem 1.1).
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1.2 Dependent noise arising from time series
In case of independent observations, this is Σn “ σ2idn in (1.1), the minimax detection boundary
is well-known and characterized by the asymptotic equation (see [13, 16])a
n|In|∆n — σ
a´2 log |In|, (1.4)
where an — bn as nÑ8 means limnÑ8 an{bn Ñ 1. Here,
|In| Ñ 0 and n|In| Ñ 8 as nÑ8. (1.5)
Signals for which the left-hand side in (1.4) is larger than the right-hand side can be detected
consistently (in the sense of an upper detection bound as described above), whereas they can not
be detected consistently once the left-hand side in (1.4) is asymptotically smaller than the right-
hand side (in the sense of a lower detection bound as described above). Although (1.4) is known
for a long time when the errors are i.i.d., to the best of our knowledge, the influence of the error
dependency structure on the detection boundary (1.4) is an issue that is much less investigated
systematically, although many methods to estimate such abrupt changes in the signal corrupted
by serially dependent errors have been suggested (see section 1.3). Let us illustrate the effect
of the dependency on (1.4) with ξn in (1.1) arising from an AR(1) process with unit variance
and auto-correlation coefficient ρ, this is ξn “
`
1´ ρ2˘1{2 pZ1, ..., ZnqT where Zt ´ ρZt´1 “ ζt
with i.i.d. standard Gaussian noise ζt, t P Z. In Figure 1 we illustrate three different situations
encoded in terms of ρ, namely positively correlated noise (ρ “ 0.7), independent noise (ρ “ 0),
and negatively correlated noise (ρ “ ´0.7). It seems intuitively clear that the value of ρ influences
the difficulty of detecting a bump substantially, and especially positively correlated noise hinders
efficient detection dramatically. Compare e.g. the first plot in Fig. 1, where noise and bump appear
hardly to distinguish. Furthermore, due to the positive correlation, there appear several regions
which suggest a bump in signal, which is not there. In contrast, the middle and bottom plot allow
for simpler identification of the bump region. Our main result below makes these intuitive findings
precise.
To describe our results concerning the detection boundary for serially dependent data we require
some more terminology. Let the autocovariance function γ of a stationary process pZtqtPZ be given
by γphq “ Cov rZt, Zt`hs for h P Z. Assume that γ is square summable, then the process Z has
the spectral density f P L2 r´1{2, 1{2q defined by
fpνq “
8ÿ
h“´8
γphqe´2piihν , ν P r´1{2, 1{2q .
In fact, f can also be considered as a function on the unit sphere, i.e. one naturally has
limνÑ1{2 fpνq “ fp´1{2q. We will also assume that the autocovariance function is symmetric,
which is equivalent to f being real-valued.
For a function g P L2 r´1{2, 1{2q, we denote by T pgq the Toeplitz matrix with symbol g, i.e. the
matrix with entries pT pgqqi,j “ gj´i, where
gk “
ż 1
2
´ 12
gpuqe´2piikudu, k P Z,
is the k-th Fourier coefficient of g.
If the noise ξn in our setting (1.1) consists of n consecutive realizations of the process Zt, we can
encode the covariance matrix Σn completely in terms of f . More precisely, the covariance matrix
Σn of the noise ξn has entries Σnpi, jq “ γp|i ´ j|q “ f|i´j|, and we see that Σn “: Tnpfq is the
n-th truncated Toeplitz matrix with symbol f , i.e. the upper left nˆ n submatrix, of T pfq.
Consequently, we will also pose the corresponding assumptions in terms of the function f , which
allows us to derive results for any sequence pΣnqně1 of covariance matrices which are generated
by such an f (and not only for specific dependent processes):
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0
∆n
Independent noise (ρ “ 0) mn
Yi
In
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
0
∆n
Positively correlated noise (ρ “ 0.7)
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
0
∆n
Negatively correlated noise (ρ “ ´0.7)
Figure 1: Model (1.1) in case of AR(1) noise for different values of ρ: Data together with the
function mn, where the model parameters are set to be n “ 512 and ∆n “ 1.
Assumption 1. Let pΣnqně1 be a sequence of covariance matrices such that Σn “ Tnpfq as intro-
duced above with a function f : r´1{2, 1{2q Ñ R, that is continuous and satisfies limνÑ1{2 fpνq “
fp´1{2q and essinfνPr´1{2,1{2qfpνq ą 0. Further suppose that the Fourier coefficients fh, h P Z of
f decay sufficiently fast, i.e. there are constants C ą 0 and λ ą 0, such that
|fh| ď Cp1` |h|q´p1`λq,
for h P Z.
Theorem 1.1. Assume the bump regression model (1.1) such that (1.5) and Assumption 1 hold.
Under (1.5), the (asymptotic) minimax detection boundary is given bya
n|In|∆n —
a´2fp0q log |In|, nÑ8.
This theorem will be proven in Section 3 as a consequence of a more technical and general result
(Theorem 2.1). It is immediately clear, that in case of independent observations where Σn “ σ2idn,
one has f p0q “ σ2, which reproduces (1.4). In the general case, note that
f p0q “
ÿ
hPZ
γ phq ,
i.e. the detection boundary solely depends on the value of the spectral density at zero which is
known as long-run variance.1
1The long-run variance of a process pZtqtPZ with the spectral density f as in Assumption 1 is defined as
lim
nÑ8n
´1Var rSns, where Sn “
nř
i“1
Zi. By the well-known result of Ibragimov and Linnik [20] (see Appendix 5.4)
lim
nÑ8n
´1Var rSns “ fp0q.
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In case of the AR(1)-based noise ξn :“ p1 ´ ρ2q1{2pZ1, . . . , ZnqT with unit variance as shown in
Figure 1, the auto-covariance of the underlying AR(1) process is given by γ phq “ γp0qρ|h|, where
γp0q “ p1´ ρ2q´1. Thus the spectral density at zero of the noise process ξn is
f p0q “ `1´ ρ2˘ 8ÿ
h“´8
γphq “ 1` ρ
1´ ρ ,
and hence the detection boundary is given bya
n |In|∆n —
c
1` ρ
1´ ρ
a´2 log |In|. (1.6)
As an immediate consequence, this shows that bump detection is easier under a negative correlation
ρ than in case of positive correlations. For the three values employed in Figure 1 we compute for
the factor
b
1`ρ
1´ρ in (1.6) the values 2.38 when ρ “ 0.7 and 0.42 when ρ “ ´0.7. This means that
the amplitude of detectable signals for ρ “ 0.7 and ρ “ ´0.7 differs approximately by a factor of
5.6. Also, given the bump length |In|, the detection of a bump of the same size ∆n for ρ “ 0.7
requires approximately a 5.66 times larger sample size than for ρ “ 0, and even a 31.36 times
larger sample size than for ρ “ ´0.7. This is in good agreement with the intuitive findings from
Figure 1 and confirmed in finite sample situations in Section 4.
Remarkably, as in the case of i.i.d. noise with unit variance, where we have fp0q “ 1, dependent
error processes might also satisfy fp0q “ 1, and hence obey the same difficulty to detect a bump as
for the independent case. As an example, consider the stationary and causal ARp2q process given
by Zt “ 12Zt´1´ 12Zt´2` ζt, where ζt „ N p0, 1q for t P Z. In this case f p0q “ 12 ´ 12 ` 1 “ 1, even
though the process Zt is clearly not independent (see Section 3.2 for a comprehensive treatment
of ARMA processes).
1.3 Related work
Bump detection for dependent data appears to be relevant to a variety of applications where piece-
wise constant signals (i.e. several bumps) are observed under dependent noise. Exemplarily, we
mention molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, where collective motion characteristics of protein
atoms are studied over time (see e.g. [26] and the references therein). For certain proteins it has
been shown that the noise process can be well modeled by a stationary ARMA(p, q) process with
small p and q, see Singer et al. [34]. Another application is the analysis of ion channel recordings,
where one aims to identify opening and closing states of physiologically relevant channels (see
[27] and the references therein). Here, the dependency structure is induced by a bandpass filter,
revealing the noise as stationary and m-dependent with small m, see Pein et al. [29].
In fact, bump detection as discussed here is closely related to estimation of a signal which consists
of piece-wise constant segments, often denoted as change point estimation. We refer to the classical
works of Cso¨rgo˝ and Horva´th [11], Brodsky and Darkhovsky [6], Carlstein et al. [8], Siegmund
[33] for a survey of the existing results as well as to the review article by Aue and Horva´th [1].
Indeed, if the bumps have been properly identified by a detection method, posterior estimation
of the signal is relatively easy, see Frick et al. [16] for such a combined approach in case of i.i.d.
errors, and Dette et al. [12] in case of dependent data. We also mention Chakar et al. [9], who
presented a robust approach for AR(1) errors.
Model (1.1) can be seen as prototypical for the more complex situation when several bumps
are to be detected. We do not intend to provide novel methodology for this situation in this
paper, rather Theorem 1.1 provides a benchmark for detecting such a bump which then can be
used to evaluate the detection power of any method designed for this task. Minimax detection
has a long history, see e.g. the seminal series of papers by Ingster [21] or the monograph by
Tsybakov [36]. More recently, Goldenshluger et al. [17] provided a general approach based on
convex optimization. In case of independent observations, the problem of detecting a bump has
been considered in [2, 16, 10, 14, 23], and our strategy of proof for the lower bound is adopted
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from [13]. The additional difficulty we have to treat is due to the dependency structure Σn in
(1.1). We also mention [15] for a model with a simultaneous bump in the variance, and Pein et al.
[28] for heterogeneous noise, however still restricted to independent observations.
The literature for dependent noise is much less developed, and most similar in spirit to our work
are the papers by Hall and Jin [19] and Keshavarz et al. [25]. In the former, the minimax detection
boundary for an unstructured version of the model (1.1) in a Bayesian setting is derived, this is
P
“
mn
`
i
n
˘ “ ∆n‰ “ ρn and P “mn ` in˘ “ 0‰ “ 1 ´ ρn with a probability ρn tending to 0. In
contrast to [19], in the present setting we can borrow strength from neighboring observations in
a bump. Still, we can exploit a result in [19] about the decay behavior of inverses of covariance
matrices (see Section 5.3 in the Appendix) to validate Assumption 1.
Keshavarz et al. [25] deal with a one sided version of bump detection, i.e. with the change point
problem of detecting whether mnpi{nq ” µ for all 1 ď i ď n, or if there exists τ P r1, ns such
that mnpi{nq “ µ ` ∆n1ti ą τu for 1 ď i ď n. The authors there derive upper and lower
bounds for detection from dependent data as in (1.1), similar in spirit to our Theorem 2.1, which,
however, do not coincide, i.e. they do not derive the precise minimax detection boundary, as
they are mostly interested in the rate of estimation. However, as we see from Theorem 1.1, thea´ log |In| rate does not change, it is the constant fp0q which matters. We will employ several
of their computations concerning covariance structures of time series (while correcting a couple of
technical inaccuracies).
1.4 Organization of the paper
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give a precise statement
of the underlying mathematical problem and provide lower and upper bounds in terms of
βn,k :“ 1TIn,kΣ´1n 1In,k , 1 ď k ď ln, (1.7)
i.e. the sums of elements of the matrix Σ´1n over blocks indexed by 1In,k ˆ 1In,k (Theorem 2.1).
It turns out that these numbers fully describe the (asymptotic) minimax detection boundary
under mild additional assumptions on Σn. Section 3 is devoted to specific time series models. In
particular, we prove Theorem 1.1 and apply it to obtain the detection boundary for ARMA(p, q)
noise processes. We also discuss further non-asymptotic results for AR(p). In Section 4 we present
some simulations which support that our asymptotic theory is already useful for small samples.
Finally we provide an appendix, which collects technical results used in the proofs.
2 General results
2.1 Notation and assumptions
To treat the testing problem (1.3), we will consider tests Φn : Rn Ñ t0, 1u, where Φn pY q “ 0
means that the hypothesis is accepted, and Φn pY q “ 1 means that the hypothesis is rejected, i.e.
the presence of a bump is concluded.
Recall (1.3) and denote by PH0 the measure of Y under the null hypothesis and by PH1,k the
measure N p∆n1In,k,Σnq of Y under H1,k, corresponding to the presence of a bump at position
k. We will also denote thee corresponding expectations by EH0 and EH1,k . We define the type I
error of Φn by
α¯ pΦnq :“ EH0 rΦn pY qs “ PH0 rΦn pY q “ 1s ,
and say that a sequence of tests Φn has asymptotic level α P r0, 1s if lim supnÑ8 α¯ pΦnq ď α.
The type II error depending on the parameters Σn,∆n and |In| is defined as
β¯ pΦn,Σn,∆n, |In|q :“ sup
1ďkďln
PH1,k rΦn pY q “ 0s .
For a sequence of tests Φn we define its asymptotic type II error to be lim supnÑ8 β¯ pΦn,∆n, |In|q.
The asymptotic power of such a family is given by 1 ´ lim supnÑ8 β¯ pΦn,∆n, |In|q. For the sake
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of brevity, we will suppress the dependency on the parameters below and write only β¯ pΦnq in the
following.
To ease the following notation, we will use some asymptotic relations. For two sequences panqnPN
and pbnqnPN we write an À bn if there exists an N P N such that an ď bn for all n ě N . This
notation means that an is asymptotically less or equal bn. Similarly we define an Á bn. As stated
before, if limnÑ8 an{bn “ 1, we write an — bn. Furthermore, many results will require a sequence
of non-negative numbers pεnqnPN satisfying the relation
εn Œ 0 and εn
a´ log p|In|q Ñ 8 as nÑ8. (2.1)
We will from now on, for the remainder of this paper assume the following.
Assumption 2. Suppose (1.5), i.e. that |In| Ñ 0 and n|In| Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. In terms of the
number of possible bump locations ln “ t 1|In| u this means that ln Ñ8 and lnn Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
Note that when |In| “ n´β , the parameter β P p0, 1q can be viewed as a sparsity coefficient and
our problem can be considered from the viewpoint of detection of a small sparse cluster in the set
of n observations.
2.2 General theory
In this section we are concerned with the hypothesis testing problem (1.3) under data from the
model (1.1). The detection boundary of the testing problem (1.3) in the model (1.1) can then be
written in terms of βn,k (cf. (1.7)), ∆n and ln. We further introduce
γn,k,k1 “ 1TIn,kΣn1In,k1 , k, k1 P t1, . . . , lnu, n P N. (2.2)
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that we observe data from the model (1.1) with a known matrix Σn P Rnˆn
and µn as in (1.2) such that Assumption 2 is satisfied. Consider the hypothesis testing problem
(1.3).
Lower detection bound: Let, for a sequence pεnqnPN satisfying (2.1),
∆n sup
1ďkďln
a
βn,k À
´?
2´ εn
¯a´ log |In|, (2.3)
and in addition,
1
l2n
lnÿ
k,k1“1
|k´k1|ąm
exp
`
∆2nγn,k,k1
˘ “ 1` op1q, (2.4)
as nÑ8 for some m P N0. Then any sequence of tests pΦnqnPN with lim supnÑ8 α¯ pΦnq ď α
will obey lim supnÑ8 β¯ pΦnq ě 1´ α, i.e. the bump is asymptotically undetectable.
Upper detection bound: Denote by pΦn˚qnPN the sequence of likelihood ratio tests defined by means
of the LRT statistic
TnpY q “ sup
1ďkďln
1TIn,kΣ
´1
n Ya
βn,k
, (2.5)
via a critical value cα,n and
Φn˚pY q “ 1 tTnpY q ą cα,nu .
For a given significance level α P p0, 1q let
cα,n :“
c
2 log
ln
α
—
d
2 log
1
α |In| . (2.6)
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If, for a sequence pεnqnPN satisfying (2.1),
∆n inf
1ďkďln
a
βn,k Á
´?
2` εn
¯a´ log |In|, (2.7)
then Φn˚ obeys α¯ pΦn˚q ď α for all n P N and lim supnÑ8 β¯ pΦn˚q ď α.
Before proving the theorem, let us briefly discuss its consequences and applicability:
Corollary 2.2. If, under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1,
lim
nÑ8 inf1ďkďln
βn,k “ lim
nÑ8 sup1ďkďln
βn,k,
then the asymptotic minimax detection boundary for the problem (1.3) is given by
∆n inf
1ďkďln
a
βn,k —
?
2
a´ log |In|.
Remark 2.3. In Section 3 we will validate (2.4) for various examples, i.e. classes of covariance
matrices. However, in general, (2.4) can be cumbersome to validate. In particular, to establish a
lower detection bound, that asymptotically coincides with the upper detection bound, it is crucial
that (2.4) holds whenever the lower detection bound condition, given below by (2.3), is satisfied.
Given poor choices of the sequence pΣnqnPN, (2.4) may fail, for any choices of the sequences plnqnPN
and p∆nqnPN.
Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.1 provides upper and lower detection bounds for the testing problem
(1.3), where the amplitude ∆n is assumed to be positive and known. Below we will actually prove an
upper detection bound which is independent of the knowledge of ∆n, and hence, if upper and lower
bounds coincide asymptotically, as in Corollary 2.2, our detection boundary is also automatically
adaptive to an unknown ∆n. We prove in Appendix 5.2 that adaptation for the sign of ∆n is also
possible without changing the results, but, however, requires slightly more effort. Consequently, all
our results are also valid in case of an arbitrary and unknown amplitude ∆n.
Before we prove Theorem 2.1, we give some technicalities on LR-statistics required throughout the
paper at several places. As |In| and Σn are known, the likelihood ratio Ln,k “ Ln,kpY q between
the distributions of Y under H0 and H1,k is given as
Ln,k “ exp
„
∆n1
T
In,k
Σ´1n Y ´ 12∆
2
n1
T
In,k
Σ´1n 1In,k

.
We will mostly be concerned with the analysis of the array of random variables
L :“ tLn,k : n P N, k “ 1, . . . , lnu , (2.8)
which is, in general, if H0 is true, (row-wise) non-independent and (column-wise) non-identically
distributed. Note that for n P N and k P t1, . . . , lnu, the likelihood ratio Ln,k follows a log-normal
distribution under H0, i.e.
Y ˚n,k :“ logLn,k “ ∆n1TIn,kΣ´1n Y ´
1
2
∆2n1
T
In,k
Σ´1n 1In,k
H0„ N1
ˆ
´1
2
∆2nβn,k,∆
2
nβn,k
˙
.
Thus, for the Gaussian random vector Yn˚ :“ pYn˚,1, . . . , Y ˚n,lnqT , we find that under H0,
Yn˚ “
¨˚
˝Yn˚,1...
Y ˚n,ln
‹˛‚H0„ Nln
¨˚
˚˝˚˚´∆2n
2
¨˚
˝ βn,1...
βn,ln
‹˛‚,∆2n
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ βn,1 γn,1,2 . . . γn,1,lnγn,2,1 βn,2 . . . ...
...
. . .
. . . γn,ln´1,ln
γn,ln,1 . . . γn,ln,ln´1 βn,ln
‹˛‹‹‹‚
‹˛‹‹‹‚
with βn,k as in (1.7) and γn,k,k1 as in (2.2). It immediately follows that for any n P N and
k, k1 P t1, . . . , lnu, under H0,
ELn,k “ 1, VarLn,k “ exp
`
∆2nβn,k
˘´ 1, Cov pLn,k, Ln,k1q “ exp `∆2nγn,k,k1˘´ 1.
We are now in the position to give the proof of Theorem 2.1, which will be done in two steps.
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2.2.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1: Upper detection bound
Note that for any 1 ď k ď ln, under H0 it holds that 1
T
In,k
Σ´1n Y?
βn,k
„ N p0, 1q, identically, although
not necessarily independently. When n is large enough, the union bound and an elementary tail
inequality yield
PH0 rΦn˚pY q “ 1s “ PH0 rTnpY q ą cα,ns ď ln sup
1ďkďln
PH0
«
1TIn,kΣ
´1
n Ya
βn,k
ą cα,n
ff
“ lnP rZ ą cα,ns ď ln exp
ˆ
´1
2
pcα,nq2
˙
“ α,
for some Z „ N p0, 1q. This proves α¯ pΦn˚q ď α for all n P N.
Concerning the power, note that, under H1, i.e. if Y „ N
`
∆n1In,k ,Σn
˘
for some k P t1, . . . , lnu,
we have for all local test statistics on the right-hand side of (2.5) that
1TIn,lΣ
´1
n Ya
βn,l
„ N
˜
∆n1In,lΣ
´1
n 1In,ka
βn,l
, 1
¸
.
for all l P t1, . . . , lnu. Plugging in (2.6) and (2.7), it follows that
inf
1ďkďln
PH1,k rΦn˚pY q “ 1s “ inf
1ďkďln
P
«
sup
1ďlďln
˜
Zl ` ∆n1In,kΣ
´1
n 1In,la
βn,l
¸
ą cα,n
ff
ě inf
1ďkďln
P
”
Zk `∆n
a
βn,k ą cα,n
ı
“ P
„
Z ą cα,n ´∆n inf
1ďkďln
a
βn,k

“ P
”
Z ąa2 log ln ` 2 logα´1 ´ p1´ εnqa2 log lnı
ě P
”
Z ąa2 logα´1 ´ εna2 log lnı ,
where Z,Z1, . . . , Zln are (possibly dependent) standard Gaussian random variables. It follows
from the assumption εn
?
log ln Ñ8 as nÑ8 in (2.1) that the latter probability tends to 1. The
upper detection bound now follows from the fact that
lim sup
nÑ8
β¯ pΦn˚q “ 1´ lim
nÑ8 inf1ďk1ďln
PH1,k1 rΦn˚pY q “ 1s “ 0.
2.2.2 Proof of Theorem 2.1: Lower detection bound
To prove our theorem about the lower detection bound, we employ the same strategy as in the
proof of Theorem 3.1(a) of Du¨mbgen and Spokoiny [13]. We bound the difference between the
power of any given test and α by an expression that does not depend on the test anymore, only on
the first central absolute moments of the row-wise sums of L under H0. The additional difficulty
arises from the dependency structure of the array L in (2.8). To this end we employ an appropriate
L1-law of large numbers for dependent arrays.
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For any sequence of tests Φn with asymptotic level α under H0 we have
β¯ pΦnq ´ α “ inf
1ďkďln
EH1,k rΦnpY qs ´ α
ď 1
ln
lnÿ
k“1
“
EH1,k rΦnpY qs ´ α
‰
ď 1
ln
lnÿ
k“1
EH1,k rΦnpY q ´ EH0 rΦnpY qss ` o p1q
“ EH0
«˜
1
ln
lnÿ
k“1
Ln,kpY q ´ 1
¸
ΦnpY q
ff
` o p1q
ď EH0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ln
lnÿ
k“1
Ln,kpY q ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` o p1q .
Next, we show that the array tLn,k : n P N, k “ 1, . . . , lnu is h-integrable with exponent 1 (see
Definition 5.1 in Appendix 5.1 or Definition 1.5 of Sung et al. [35]), i.e.
sup
nPN
1
ln
lnÿ
k“1
E r|Ln,k|s ă 8, and lim
nÑ8
1
ln
lnÿ
k“1
E r|Ln,k|1 t|Ln,k| ą hpnqus “ 0, (2.9)
where hpnq “ lp1`εnqp1´εnq2n for a sequence pεnqnPN satisfying (2.1). Since ELn,k “ 1 for all n P N
and k “ 1, . . . , ln, the first condition is satisfied.
Further, for n large enough, we have
1
ln
lnÿ
k“1
EH0 rLn,k1 tLn,k ą hpnqus ď sup
k“1,...,ln
EH0 rLn,k1 tLn,k ą hpnqus
“ sup
k“1,...,ln
Φ
˜
1
2∆
2
nβn,k ´ log hpnq
∆n
a
βn,k
¸
“ Φ
˜
sup
k“1,...,ln
1
2
∆n
a
βn,k ´ log hpnq
supk“1,...,ln ∆n
a
βn,k
¸
(a)ď Φ
´
´εn
2
p1´ εnq
a
log ln
¯
,
where (a) follows immediately from (2.3) and the definition of hpnq. The claim follows from the
assumption that limnÑ8 εn
?
log ln “ 8 as nÑ8.
Then, given that (2.4) and (2.9) hold, it follows from an L1-law of large numbers for dependent
arrays (see Theorem 5.2 in Appendix 5.1 or Theorem 3.2 of Wang and Hu [37]), that
EH0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ln
lnÿ
k“1
Ln,kpY q ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÑ 0, (2.10)
as nÑ8, which finishes the proof.
3 Application to time series
In this section we discuss various examples and implications of our general Theorem 2.1. We start
with proving Theorem 1.1.
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3.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let us now return to the setting described in Theorem 1.1. In other words, the noise vector ξn in
model (1.1) is given by n consecutive realizations of a stationary centered Gaussian process with
the square summable autocovariance function γphq, h P Z and the spectral density f . We suppose
that Assumption 1 is satisfied, i.e. the autocovariance of ξn has a polynomial decay. In terms of
Σn, this means
|Σnpi, jq| ď Cp1` |i´ j|q´p1`λq,
for 1 ď i, j ď n and some constants C ą 0 and λ ą 0.
In order to apply the main result of Theorem 2.1 in such a setting, first, we need to examine the
asymptotic behavior of the coefficients βn,k, and second, we need to verify that condition (2.4) is
satisfied under the lower detection boundary condition (2.3) and Assumption 1.
For the setting of Theorem 1.1, we will do the former in Lemma 3.1 and the latter in Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.1. If Assumption 1 holds, then for any 1 ď k ď ln, it follows that
βn,k “ n
lnfp0q p1` op1qq,
as nÑ8.
For the sake of readability, in the following proofs, we will assume that n{ln is an integer, i.e.
every candidate interval contains the same number of design points. Without this simplification,
the proofs will remain essentially the same, but require a lot of extra care with the notations.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We are inspired by the proof of Proposition C.1 in Keshavarz et al. [24], that
was dropped from the final paper [25], although we are able to make some simplifications, since a
slightly weaker result suffices for our purposes. In addition, we use this opportunity to fix several
minor inaccuracies in their proof.
Recall that T pfq is the infinite Toeplitz matrix generated by the spectral density f and that
Σn “ Tnpfq is the corresponding truncated Toeplitz matrix.
Let T pgq be the infinite Toeplitz matrix generated by g “ 1{f , i.e. the matrix with elements
T pgqpi, jq “ g|i´j|, where g0, g1, . . . are the Fourier coefficients of g. Let Hpfq and Hpgq be the
Hankel matrices generated by f and g, respectively, i.e. the matrices
Hpfq “
¨˚
˚˝˚f1 f2 f3 . . .f2 f3 f4 . . .
f3 f4 f5 . . .
...
...
...
. . .
‹˛‹‹‚ and Hpgq “
¨˚
˚˝˚g1 g2 g3 . . .g2 g3 g4 . . .
g3 g4 g5 . . .
...
...
...
. . .
‹˛‹‹‚
It follows from Proposition 1.12 of Bo¨ttcher and Silbermann [4], that
T pfq´1 “ T pgq ` T pfq´1HpfqHpgq.
Let vIn,k be the extension of the vector 1In,k to an element of l
2 by zero-padding. As in [25], from
the above identity and the definition of the operator norm, we findˇˇˇ
vTIn,kT pfq´1vIn,k ´ vTIn,kT pgqvIn,k
ˇˇˇ
“ ˇˇ@HpfqT pfq´1vIn,k ,HpgqvIn,kDˇˇ
ď }HpfqT pfq´1}}vIn,k}`2}HpgqvIn,k}`2
ď }HpfqT pfq´1}
c
n
ln
»– ÿ
r:vIn,k prq“1
}Hpgqer}`2
fifl
where er “ p0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . .qT is the sequence whose r-th entry is 1, and }HpfqT pfq´1} is the
operator norm of HpfqT pfq´1 as an operator from `2 to `2. Since }T pfq} “ supνPr0,1q fpνq ă 8,
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we have }T pfq´1} ă 8 by the inverse mapping theorem. It follows that }HpfqT pfq´1} ă 8,
because clearly }Hpfq} ă 8. Let mf “ essinfνPr´1{2,1{2qfpνq. By Assumption 1, mf ą 0. Then
we have
|gk| “
ˇˇˇˇż 1
0
e2piikugpuqdu
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż 1
0
e2piiku
fpuq
f2puqdu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
m2f
ˇˇˇˇż 1
0
e2piikufpuqdu
ˇˇˇˇ
“ |fk|
m2f
,
and thus, from the polynomial decay of the Fourier coefficients fk, it follows that the Fourier
coefficients gk of g will have the same decay. It is then easy to see that
ÿ
r:vIn,k prq“1
}HpgqeNprq}`2 “
ÿ
r:vIn,k prq“1
˜ 8ÿ
j“r
|gj |2
¸1{2
“ o
ˆc
n
ln
˙
.
Thus, ˇˇˇ
vTIn,kT pfq´1vIn,k ´ vTIn,kT pgqvIn,k
ˇˇˇ
“ o
ˆ
n
ln
˙
.
We now need to bound vTIn,kT pgqvIn,k . Let pXtqtPN be a stationary random process with the
spectral density g. Then
vTIn,kT pgqvIn,k “ Var
¨˝ ÿ
t:vIn,k ptq“1
Xt‚˛— Var
¨˝
n{lnÿ
t“1
Xt‚˛“ n
ln
pgp0q ` op1qq,
as n Ñ 8, where the last equality is due to Theorem 18.2.1 of Ibragimov and Linnik [20], see
Section 5.3 of the Appendix for the precise statement of the theorem. (Note that g is continuous
at 0 and gp0q ą 0.) Thus,
vTIn,kT pfq´1vIn,k “
n
ln
pgp0q ` op1qq.
Finally, by Theorem 2.11 of Bo¨ttcher and Grudsky [3], we have
βn,k “ vTIn,kΣ´1n vIn,k “ vTIn,kT pfq´1vIn,k ` v˜TIn,k
“T pfq´1 ´ T pgq‰ v˜In,k ` vTIn,kDnvIn,k ,
where }Dn} Ñ 0, as nÑ8, and v˜In,k arises from vIn,k through the transformation
v˜In,k “
`
vIn,kpnq, . . . , vIn,kp1q, 0, 0, . . .
˘
.
As above, we have ˇˇˇ
v˜TIn,k
“T pfq´1 ´ T pgq‰ v˜In,k ˇˇˇ “ oˆ nln
˙
,
and clearly, by Cauchy-Schwarz,ˇˇˇ
vTIn,kDnvIn,k
ˇˇˇ
ď }vIn,k}2}Dn} “ o
ˆ
n
ln
˙
.
This concludes the proof.
Lemma 3.2. If Assumption 1 holds, and given that
∆n sup
1ďkďln
a
βn,k À p1´ εnq
a
2 log ln (3.1)
for a sequence pεnqně1 satisfying (2.1), then condition (2.4) holds with m “ 1, i.e.
lim
nÑ8
1
l2n
lnÿ
k,k1“1
k‰k1
exp
`
∆2nγn,k,k1
˘´ 1 “ 0.
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Proof. Write
exp
`
∆2nγn,k,k1
˘´ 1 “ 8ÿ
p“1
1
p!
”
∆2n1
T
In,k
Σ´1n 1In,k1
ıp
“
8ÿ
p“1
1
p!
„
1
2
∆2n
a
βn,kβn,k1
p «
2
1TIn,kΣ
´1
n 1In,k1a
βn,kβn,k1
ffp
.
Under the aforementioned assumption, that n{ln is an integer, the latter term 1TIn,kΣ´1n 1In,k1 is
the sum over a square submatrix of Σ´1n . Applying Lemma 5.5, we trivially find thatˇˇˇ
1TIn,kΣ
´1
n 1In,k1
ˇˇˇ
ď C 1 n
ln
n{lnÿ
t“1
ˆ
|k ´ k1| n
ln
´ 1` t
˙´p1`λq
ď C 1 n
ln
n{lnÿ
t“1
ˆ
n
ln
˙´p1`λq
“ o
ˆ
n
ln
˙
.
Thus, from Lemma 3.1, it follows that
a
βn,kβn,k1
´1
1TIn,kΣ
´1
n 1In,k1 Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. Hence, for n
large enough, we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 8ÿ
p“1
1
p!
„
1
2
∆2n
a
βn,kβn,k1
p «
2
1TIn,kΣ
´1
n 1In,k1a
βn,kβn,k1
ffp ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 2
ˇˇˇ
1TIn,kΣ
´1
n 1In,k1
ˇˇˇ
a
βn,kβn,k1
exp
„
1
2
∆2n
a
βn,kβn,k1

.
(3.2)
Note that from the lower detection boundary condition (3.1) it immediately follows that
exp
„
1
2
∆2n
a
βn,kβn,k1

ď lp1´εnq2n ď ln.
From Lemma A.1 of [19] (see also Section 5.3 in the appendix) it follows that |Σ´1n pi, jq| ď
Cp1 ` |i ´ j|q´λ for some C ą 0. Let Ψn be the matrix with entries Ψnpi, jq “ Cp1 ` |i ´ j|q´λ,
and let ψpνq “ ř8h“´8 Cp1` |i´ j|q´λe´2piihν . Then
lnÿ
k,k1“1
k‰k1
|1TIn,kΣ´1n 1In,k1 | ď
lnÿ
k,k1“1
k‰k1
1TIn,kΨn1In,k1 “
nÿ
i,j“1
Ψnpi, jq ´
lnÿ
k“1
1TIn,kΨn1In,k
(a)“ opnq,
where (a) follows from Theorem 18.2.1 of [20] (see also Section 5.4 in the appendix), since it yields
that
řn
i,j“1 Ψnpi, jq “ nψp0q ` opnq and 1TIn,kΨn1In,k “ nlnψp0q ` o
´
n
ln
¯
.
Finally, recall that
a
βn,kβn,k1 „ nln as n Ñ 8. Then the claim follows from plugging everything
into (3.2).
3.2 Application to ARMA processes
Let us now specialize our general regression model (1.1) to the ARMA noise case. Suppose that the
noise vector ξn “ pZ1, . . . , ZnqT in (1.1) is sampled from n consecutive realizations of a stationary
causal ARMApp, qq time series Zt, with p ě 0, q ě 0 defined as
φpBqZt “ θpBqζt, ζt i.i.d.„ N p0, 1q, t P Z. (3.3)
Here B is the so-called backshift operator, defined by BXt “ Xt´1, and φpzq and θpzq, z P C, are
polynomials of degrees p and q, respectively, given by
φpzq “ 1`
pÿ
i“1
φiz
i, θpzq “ 1`
qÿ
i“1
θiz
i.
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We further suppose that φ and θ have no common roots, and that all roots of φ lie outside of the
unit circle tz P C : |z| ď 1u. Then the corresponding ARMA process is stationary and allows for
a representation as an MAp8q process.
Denote by γ the auto-covariance function of Z, i.e. γphq “ E rZtZt`hs for h P Z (as clearly
E rZts “ 0 for all t P Z). It is well-known (see for example [5], Theorem 4.4.2), that in the case of
an ARMApp, qq time series, its spectral density is given by
fpνq “ |θpe
´2piiνq|2
|φpe´2piiνq|2 , ν P r´1{2, 1{2q. (3.4)
In this setting, our general result from Theorem 2.1 implies the following:
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that we observe data from model (1.1) with µn as in (1.2) where the noise
ξn is given by n consecutive samples of an ARMApp, qq time series given by polynomials φpzq and
θpzq and grant Assumption 2. Then the asymptotic detection boundary of the hypothesis testing
problem (1.3) is given by a
n |In|∆n —
ˇˇˇˇ
θp1q
φp1q
ˇˇˇˇ a´2 log p|In|q, (3.5)
as nÑ8.
Before we give the proof of this theorem, let us discuss its impact on the asymptotic detection
boundary. We find that the presence of dependency either eases or loads the bump detection,
depending on f p0q “ |θp1q{φp1q| (which is 1 in the independent noise case). If f p0q ă 1, then
the detection becomes simpler (and smaller bumps are still consistently detectable), but if f p0q ą
1 detection becomes more difficult. For AR(1) noise, this issue was already discussed in the
introduction.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. It is well-known (see, for example, [31], Sections 3.3–3.4), that the autoco-
variance function of an ARMA process is exponentially decaying, i.e.
|Σnpj, kq| “ |γpj ´ kq| ďMe´λ|j´k|,
for some M ą 0 and all 1 ď j, k ď n. Thus, Assumption 1 is satisfied, and Theorem 3.3 follows
immediately from Theorem 1.1.
3.3 Non-asymptotic results for linear autoregressive noise
We mention that for the specific case of AR(p) noise, non-asymptotic results can be obtained. Let
us specify (3.3) to a stationary AR(p) process Zt,
pÿ
i“0
φiZt´i “ ζt, t P Z (3.6)
with independent standard Gaussian innovations ζt. In the notation of (3.3), we have φpzq “řp
i“0 φizi and θpzq ” 1. Again, we work under the standard assumptions that the characteristic
polynomial φpzq has no zeros inside the unit circle tz P C : |z| ď 1u. Note that in this case
fp0q “ |řpi“0 φi|´2.
As it follows from the results of Section 3, the upper and lower bounds depend on the quantities
βn,k and correspondingly, their minimal and maximal values. Theorem 3.3 gives the detection
boundary condition for ARMA noise with an asymptotic risk constant. Since βn,k is just the sum
over the block of Σ´1n , using the exact inverse of Σn (see the appendix for the exact formula of
Σ´1n obtained by Siddiqui [32]), we can calculate the minimax risk constants exactly.
Lemma 3.4. Let Σn be the auto-covariance matrix induced by an AR(p) process Zt and βn,k “
1TIn,kΣ
´1
n 1In,k , k “ 1, . . . , ln. Assume that 1 ď n|In| ď n´ 2p and n ą 3p.
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1. If n|In| ď p, then
inf
1ďkďln
βn,k “
n|In|ÿ
i“1
˜
i´1ÿ
t“0
φt
¸2
, (3.7)
sup
1ďkďln
βn,k “ inf
1ďkďln
βn,k `
p´n|In|ÿ
i“0
¨˝
n|In|ÿ
t“1
φt`i‚˛
2
`
pÿ
i“p´n|In|
˜
p´iÿ
t“0
φt`i
¸2
. (3.8)
2. If p ă n|In| ď n´ 2p, then
inf
1ďkďln
βn,k “ pn|In| ´ pq
˜
pÿ
t“0
φt
¸2
`
pÿ
i“1
˜
i´1ÿ
t“0
φt
¸2
, (3.9)
sup
1ďkďln
βn,k “ inf
1ďkďln
βn,k `
pÿ
i“1
˜
p´iÿ
t“0
φt`i
¸2
. (3.10)
Proof. We refer to the discussion in Section 5.5 in the appendix for technical details.
We use the properties of the block sums Sn|In|,i of Σ´1n (see definition 5.6 in the appendix) that
are obtained in Lemma 5.7. According to definition 5.6, the quantities βn,k can be written as
βn,k “ Sn|In|,pk´1qn|In|`1.
Note that it follows immediately from Lemma 5.7 that for any fixed 1 ď r ď n´ 2p the function
Sr,i, i “ 1, . . . , n´ r`1 is monotone increasing for i ď p`1, constant for p`1 ď i ď n´p´ r`1
and decreasing for i ě n ´ p ´ r ` 1. Moreover, this function is symmetric in a sense that
Sr,i “ Sr,n´r´i`2, i “ 1, . . . , n´ r ` 1. Therefore, it follows that
inf
1ďkďln
βn,k “ min
1ďkďln
Sn|In|,pk´1qn|In|`1 “ Sn|In|,1
and
sup
1ďkďln
βn,k “ max
1ďkďln
Sn|In|,pk´1qn|In|`1 “ Sn|In|,p`1.
Note that the condition n|In| ă n´2p will guarantee that the maximum is attained at the interval
where the function S is constant (for some k that satisfies p` 1 ď pk´ 1qn|In|` 1 ď n´ p´ r` 1)
and, consequently, will be equal to Sn|In|,p`1.
We obtain the statement of the lemma applying the recursive formulas of Lemma 5.7.
We can now use the results of Theorem 2.1 and get the detection boundaries for two different
regimes, when n|In| ď p and p ă n|In| ď n ´ 2p. Note that condition (2.4) is automatically
satisfied since the inverse covariance matrix Σ´1n is 2p` 1-diagonal.
Remark 3.5. It seems reasonable, that, in case of bumps of length smaller than p, we would need
to analyze the type I error with some finer technique than just the union bound.
On the other hand , we observe that if n|In| Ñ 8 and |In| Ñ 0 as nÑ8, then
sup
1ďkďln
βn,k — n|In|
˜
pÿ
t“0
φt
¸2
— inf
1ďkďln
βn,k,
in accordance with Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 3.6. Assume that possible locations k of the bump In,k are separated from the endpoints
of the interval: p ă k ă n ´ p ´ n|In|. Then the upper and lower bound constants match in both
cases and are given by formulas (3.8) and (3.10) for the case of n|In| ď p and p ă n|In| ď n´ 2p,
respectively.
Proof. This follows immediately from the discussion in Section 5.5, in particular equations (5.8)
and (5.9).
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4 Simulations
In this section we will perform a small numerical study to examine the finite sample accuracy of the
asymptotic upper bounds for the detection boundary. We focus on the situation that the noise ξn
in (1.1) is generated by an AR(1) process, given by φpzq “ 1´ ρz and θpzq ” 1 (in the notation of
(3.3)), where |ρ| ă 1. More precisely, the AR(1) process is given by the equation Zt´ ρZt´1 “ ζt,
t P Z where ζt „ N p0, 1q are i.i.d.. Note the slight difference to the setting considered in the
introduction and Figure 1, as here the noise does not have standardized margins.
From Theorem 3.3 we obtain the detection boundary
a
n |In|∆n —
?
2
1´ ρ
a´ log |In|. (4.1)
In the following we examine the power 1´ β¯ pΦnq for the likelihood ratio test described in Section
2.2.1 by 104 simulation runs for α “ 0.05 with different choices of ρ, n, |In| and ∆n. We fix the
value of the detection rate
a´ log |In|{pn|In|q from the detection boundary (4.1) to be roughly 1/6
and consider three different situations, namely small sample size (|In| “ 0.1, n “ 829), medium
sample size (|In| “ 0.05, n “ 2157) and large sample size (|In| “ 0.025, n “ 5312). Thus, the
remaining free parameters are ρ and ∆n, and the detection boundary (4.1) connects them by the
asymptotic relation
∆n —
?
2
1´ ρ ¨
1
6
« 0.236
1´ ρ . (4.2)
Now we computed the finite sample power in all three situations for ρ P t´0.99,´0.98, ..., 0.99u
and ∆n P t0.01, 0.02, ..., 0.5u. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 4. We also depict
the contour line of equation (4.2) for a comparison and find a remarkably good agreement with
the contour lines of the power function, which strongly supports our theory.
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Figure 2: Power of the likelihood ratio test for the AR(1) for ρ (x-axis) vs. ∆n (y-axis) in three
different situations (small sample size |In| “ 0.1, n “ 829, medium sample size |In| “
0.05, n “ 2157 and large sample size |In| “ 0.025, n “ 5312), each simulated by
104 Monte Carlo simulations, together with the contour line of the detection boundary
equation (4.2).
5 Appendix
In this section we gather technical lemmas and auxiliary results.
5.1 Weak law of large numbers for arrays of dependent variables
To ease readability, we state a result by Wang and Hu [37] on the WLNN for arrays of dependent
random variables used in the proof of the lower bound.
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The notion of h-integrability with exponent 1 was introduced by Sung et al. [35] (derived from the
notion of h-integrability concerning an array of weights, introduced by Cabrera and Volodin [7]).
Definition 5.1 (Sung et al. [35]). Let tXnk : n P N, un ď k ď vnu be an array of random
variables with vn ´ un Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. Additionally, let r ą 0, and pknqnPN be a sequence of
positive integers, such that kn Ñ8 as nÑ8.
Let phpnqqnPN be a sequence of positive constants, such that hpnq Õ 8 as n Ñ 8. The array
tXnk : n P N, un ď k ď vnu is said to be h-integrable with exponent r if
sup
nPN
1
kn
vnÿ
k“un
E r|Xnk|rs ă 8, and lim
nÑ8
1
kn
vnÿ
k“un
E r|Xnk|r1 t|Xnk|r ą hpnqus “ 0.
With this, we have the following.
Theorem 5.2 (Wang and Hu [37]). Let m be a positive integer. Suppose that tXnk, uN ď k ď
vn, n ě 1u is an array of non-negative random variables with CovpXnk, Xnkq ď 0 whenever
|j ´ k| ě m, un ď j, k ď vn, for each n ě 1 and is R ´ h-integrable with exponent r “ 1 for a
sequence kn Ñ8 and hpnq Ò 8, such that hpnq{kn Ñ 0 as nÑ8. Then
1
kn
vnÿ
k“un
pXnk ´ EXnkq Ñ 0
in L1 and hence in probability, as nÑ8.
Remark 5.3. We can relax the condition CovpXnj , Xnkq ď 0 whenever |j´k| ě m, un ď j, k ď vn
in Theorem 5.2 to requiring only that
lim sup
nÑ8
1
k2n
vnÿ
j,k“un
|j´k|ěm
CovpXnj , Xnkq ď 0.
5.2 Adaptive results
Here we will prove an extension Theorem 2.1 to the case of an unknown sign of ∆n, i.e. the bump
amplitude is either |∆n| or ´|∆n|. This leads to the testing problem
H0 : Y „ N p0,Σnq against Hn1 : D1 ď k ď ln, Ds P t´1, 1u s.t. Y „ N
`
s|∆n|1In,k ,Σn
˘
.
(5.1)
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that we observe data from the model (1.1) with a known matrix Σn P Rnˆn
and µn as in (1.2) such that Assumption 2 is satisfied. Consider the hypothesis testing problem
(5.1).
Upper detection bound: If, for a sequence pεnqnPN satisfying (2.1),
|∆n| inf
1ďkďln
a
βn,k Á
´?
2` εn
¯a´ log |In|, (5.2)
then there is a test Φn˚ satisfying α¯ pΦn˚q ď α for all n P N and lim supnÑ8 β¯ pΦn˚q ď α.
Lower detection bound: Let, for a sequence pεnqnPN satisfying (2.1),
|∆n| sup
1ďkďln
a
βn,k À
´?
2´ εn
¯a´ log |In|, (5.3)
and in addition,
1
l2n
lnÿ
k,k1“1
|k´k1|ąm
exp
`
∆2nγn,k,k1
˘ “ 1` op1q, (5.4)
as nÑ8 for some m P N0. Then any sequence of tests pΦnqnPN with lim supnÑ8 α¯ pΦnq ď α will
obey lim supnÑ8 β¯ pΦnq ě 1´ α, i.e. the bump is asymptotically undetectable.
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Proof. Upper detection bound: Define a new sequence of level α tests pΦ˜nqnPN through Φ˜n “
1tT˜npY q ą c˜α,nu, where
T˜npY q “ sup
1ďkďln
|1TIn,kΣ´1n Y |a
βn,k
,
and c˜α,n “
b
2 log 2lnα . The claim follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Lower detection bound: Let H1,k,s|∆n| denote the partial alternative given that the position
of the bump is k and its height is s|∆n|, where s P t´1, 1u. Let Ln,k,s|∆n| be the corresponding
likelihood ratio. Following the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.1, for a sequence of level-α
tests, we have
β¯pΦnq ´ α “ inf
1ďkďln
inf
sPt´1,1u
E1,k,s|∆n|rΦns ´ α
ď 1
2ln
lnÿ
k“1
ÿ
sPt´1,1u
“
E1,k,s|∆n|rΦns ´ α
‰
ď 1
2ln
lnÿ
k“1
ÿ
sPt´1,1u
EH0
“`
Ln,k,s|∆n|pY q ´ 1
˘
ΦnpY q
‰` op1q
p˚q“ 1
ln
lnÿ
k“1
EH0
“`
Ln,k,|∆n|pY q ´ 1
˘
ΦnpY q
‰` op1q
“ EH0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ln
lnÿ
k“1
Ln,k,|∆n|pY q ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` op1q,
where p˚q follows from the fact that Ln,k,´|∆n|pY q D“ Ln,k,|∆n|pY q under H0. Now the claim follows
exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and implies the same lower bound on |∆n| with the same
conditions on the covariance matrix Σn.
As already mentioned in Remark 2.4, this implies e.g. that the (asymptotic) detection bound-
ary derived in Corollary 2.2 is in fact also the adaptive (asymptotic) detection boundary for an
unknown ∆n of arbitrary isgn.
5.3 Decay of precision matrices
The following result is due to Jaffard [22] and was used in [19] as a key tool in the analysis of
a higher criticism test for detecting of sparse signals observe in correlated noise. Here is the
statement of the lemma as it was formulated and proven in [19].
Lemma 5.5 (Hall and Jin [19]). Let Σn, n ě 1 be a sequence of nˆ n correlation matrices, such
that }Σn} ě c ą 0. If for some constants λ ą 0, C ą 0,
|Σnpi, jq| ď Cp1` |i´ j|q´p1`λq,
then there is a constant C 1 ą 0 depending on λ,M , and c, such that
|Σ´1n pi, jq| ď C 1p1` |i´ j|q´p1`λq.
5.4 Long-run variance of partial sums of a stationary time series
Here we give the well-known result due to Ibragimov and Linnik on the explicit formula for
the variance of the sum of n consecutive realizations of a stationary process. It can be found
in Ibragimov and Linnik [20], Section 18.2, Theorem 18.2.1. We adapt the notation to our case.
Suppose that pXnqnPZ is a centered stationary sequence with the autocovariance function γphq,
h P Z and the spectral density fpνq, ν P r´1{2, 1{2q. Let Sn “
nř
i“1
Xi.
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Theorem 5.6 (Ibragimov and Linnik [20]). The variance of Sn in terms of γphq and fpνq is given
by
VarrSns “
ÿ
|h|ăn
pn´ |h|qγphq “
ż 1{2
´1{2
sin2ppinνq
sin2ppiνq fpνq dν.
If the spectral density fpνq is continuous at ν “ 0, then
VarrSns “ fp0qn` opnq, nÑ8.
5.5 Properties of the precision matrix of an AR(p) process
The precision matrix Σ´1n “ pΣ´1n pi, jqq, i, j “ 1, . . . , n is a nˆn symmetric 2p`1-diagonal matrix
with the upper-triangle elements given by (see [32])
Σ´1n pi, jq “
$’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’%
i´1ř
t“0
φtφt`j´i, 1 ď i ď j ď p
p`i´jř
t“0
φtφt`j´i, 1 ď i ď n´ p, maxpi, p` 1q ď j ď i` p
n´jř
t“0
φtφt`j´i, n´ p` 1 ď i ď j ě n
0, i` p ă j ď n, i ď n´ p.
(5.5)
Note that Σ´1n is symmetric with respect to both the main diagonal and the antidiagonal, so that
Σ´1n pi, jq “ Σ´1n pj, iq and Σ´1n pi, jq “ Σ´1n pn` 1´ j, n` 1´ iq.
We can see from (5.5) that Σ´1n has two symmetric blocks L “ plijq and R “ prijq of size p with
the elements related as lij “ rp`1´i,p`1´j “ Σ´1n pi, jq, i, j “ 1, . . . , p (red blocks in Fig. 5.5).
The other elements of Σ´1n are constant on the diagonals and are given by Σ´1n pi, i ` kq “ Dk,
i “ p´ k ` 1, k “ 1, . . . , p (blue parts of the matrix in Fig. 5.5), where
Dk “
p´kÿ
t“0
φtφt`k, k “ 0, . . . , p.
L
R
D
0
0
Σ´1n “
p
n´ 2p
p
Figure 3: The matrix Σ´1n is symmetric 2p ` 1-diagonal, the blocks L and R of size p are of size
p, the blue part is has the same values Dk on the diagonals. The white part consists of
zeros.
We are interested in the diagonal block sums of Σ´1n over the blocks of size r. We suppose that
1 ď r ă tn{2u´ p. The block sums of interest are
Sr,m “ 1TJr,mΣ´1n 1Jr,m , m “ 1, . . . , n´ r ` 1 (5.6)
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where 1Jr,m P Rn is the vector with entries
1Jr,mpiq “
#
1, i “ m, . . . ,m` r ´ 1,
0, otherwise
Note that the key quantities βn,k that appear in the lower and upper bounds of testing (2.3) and
(2.7) are related to Sr,k as follows,
βn,k “ Sn|In|,pk´1qn|In|`1, k “ 1, . . . , ln.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that 1 ď r ď n´2p and that n ě 3p. The quantities Sr,i, i “ 1, . . . , n´r`1
can be calculated directly using the following recursive formulas.
1. The first block sum is given by
Sr,1 “
$’’’&’’’%
rř
j“1
ˆ
j´1ř
t“0
φt
˙2
, 1 ď r ď p,
př
j“1
ˆ
j´1ř
t“0
φt
˙2
` pr ´ pq
ˆ
př
t“0
φt
˙2
, p ď r ď n´ p
(5.7)
2. If r ď p, then
Sr,i`1 “ Sr,i `
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
ˆ
r´1ř
t“0
φt`i
˙2
, 1 ď i ď p` 1´ rˆ
p´iř
t“0
φt`i
˙2
, p` 1´ r ď i ď p
0, p` 1 ď i ď n´ p´ r
´
˜
r´1ř
t“n´i´p
φn´i´t
¸2
, n´ p´ r ` 1 ď i ď n´ p
´
ˆ
r´1ř
t“0
φn´i´t
˙2
, n´ p ď i ď n´ r
(5.8)
3. If p ď r ď n´ 2p, then
Sr,i`1 “ Sr,i `
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
ˆ
p´iř
t“0
φt`i
˙2
, 1 ď i ď p
0, p` 1 ď i ď n´ p´ r
´
˜
r´1ř
t“n´i´p
φn´i´t
¸2
, n´ p´ r ` 1 ď i ď n´ r.
(5.9)
The proof of the lemma is omitted. It follows from simple algebra and the relation
D0 ` 2
pÿ
k“1
Dk “
pÿ
t“0
φ2t ` 2
pÿ
k“1
p´kÿ
t“0
φtφt`k “
˜
pÿ
t“0
φt
¸2
.
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